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Explosive equivalence is a simple concept of how much of an available explosive has the same effects as a reference explosive. It is used in:

- safety evaluations: a magazine was designed to safely hold $x$ pounds of a reference explosive …what quantities of available materials can be stored

- military field operations: what quantity of available explosives is required to complete the mission when $x$ pounds is required with a reference material

An easy to understand set of instructions for computing the relative equivalence is desired. This is complicated by the variety of explosives that are available and their different explosive effects.
• The Relative Effectiveness (RE) factor, or TNT equivalence, is a design tool that allows computation of the effects of various explosives or explosives formulations. The RE factor is based upon a known quantity of TNT.

\[ RE = \frac{\text{Amount of TNT}}{\text{Amount of Explosive}} \]  
For the same Effect
• Ratio of CJ Pressures

\[ \frac{P_{cj \text{ explosive}}}{P_{cj \text{ TNT}}} \]

• Berthelot Method

\[ \frac{(QV)_{\text{Explosive}}}{(QV)_{\text{TNT}}} \]

Where:

- \( Q \) = The Heat of Detonation
- \( V \) = The Volume of the detonation Products at STP
• Maienschein

This method uses the thermochemical code Cheetah to calculate the detonation energy for an explosive by summing the “mechanical energy of detonation” and the “thermal energy of detonation”. This method should be considered an improvement of the approximate Berthelot and Power Index methods.

• Cooper Method

\[
\frac{D^2_{\text{Explosive}}}{D^2_{\text{TNT}}}
\]

Where:

D=The Detonation Velocity
The Gurney Equation for an Open Faced Sandwich configuration is an appropriate match to the configurations for fragmentation.

\[
V = \frac{\sqrt{2E}}{\left(1 + \left(1 + 2 \left(\frac{M}{C}\right)\right)^3\right)^{1/2} + \left(\frac{M}{C}\right)}
\]

Where: \(\frac{M}{C}\)=The mass ratio of liner to explosive charge

Early work output (metal pushing …not blast)
In order to determine the amount of explosive to achieve the same velocity as a known TNT charge the velocities are set equal.

\[ V_{TNT} = V_{HE} \]

\[
\frac{\sqrt{2E_{TNT}}}{\left(1 + \left(1 + 2 \left(\frac{M}{C}\right)_{TNT}\right)^3 \left(\frac{M}{C}\right)_{TNT}\right)}^{1/2} = \frac{\sqrt{2E_{HE}}}{\left(1 + \left(1 + 2 \left(\frac{M}{C}\right)_{HE}\right)^3 \left(\frac{M}{C}\right)_{HE}\right)}^{1/2}
\]

Which can be solved iteratively.
Relative Effectiveness Computations

\[ RE = \frac{C_{TNT}}{C_{he}} = \frac{\left( \frac{M}{C} \right)_{TNT}}{\left( \frac{M}{C} \right)_{he}} \]

\[ RE \xrightarrow{\text{as } \frac{M}{C} \text{ goes to } \infty} \frac{\sqrt{2E_{HE}}}{\sqrt{2E_{TNT}}} \]
**HISTORIC METHODS**

- **Ballistic Mortar**: The height which a weight (mortar) suspended on an arm is raised by an initiated sample.

- **Dent Plate**: The dent depth in a Plate caused by an initiated sample, this is approximately linear to CJ pressure.

**Sand Crush Test**: Measures the Relative Weight of Sand Crushed.

- **Trauzl**: Measures the increase in the volume of a hole in a lead test fixture in which the explosive has been detonated.

These Methods are no longer suggested as better analysis is available.
The direct measurement of blast waves is the best direct measure of Relative Effectiveness, for blast.
Explosives with excess fuel (negative oxygen balance) can have significant post-detonative reactions as the hot fuels mix with air. These reactions can increase the impulse. Maienschein suggested the following rules of thumb:

For explosives with oxygen balance > 50%, assume 2/3rd of the aluminum reacts.
For explosives with oxygen balance <50%, assume 1/3rd of the aluminum reacts.

The percentages also change with geometry, size, and reflections off obstructions.

Relative Effectiveness
After Burn

TNT is strongly oxygen deficient. As such the pressure pulse depends upon the geometry, size, and reflections off obstructions. For this reason it is an extremely poor choice upon which to base Explosive Equivalence.
In reviewing the literature many variations in RE factors for the same explosive can be found. Some of these differences can be attributed to the method used to determine RE, others cannot. Locking attributed the figure below to Chessman, that illustrates the degree of difficulty in determining a RE factor.

Cooper showed that RE factors change with scaled distance,

and that the RE factors change differently for peak pressure and impulse.

The Relative Equivalence Based upon the Gurney Values, solved iteratively from the equation developed earlier, is also non-linear.

Open Faced Sandwich

Symmetric Sandwich
OTHER PROBLEMS

• Improved methods for handling burning propellants and pyrotechnics are needed.

• Based on the accident data and testing with propellants the structural break up is different. You get larger lethal structural debris that may travel further than from a detonation.
• Explosive equivalency is not a true estimation of the hazards associated with pyrotechnics and propellants.
• These systems have very complicated combustion hazards and energy functions.
• In many cases Explosive Equivalency does not address:
  – System Geometry(ies)
  – Initiation mechanism
  – Rate of reaction
  – Confinement effects
  – “Work” function or damage mechanism
  – Energy release as a function of time
  – Type of reaction(s)
  – Facilities Siting Hazards
  – Realistic and likelihood of an event
• These systems vary in types of reaction and violence of reactions.
• Rate dependent measurements are useful in order to assess behavior and energy release.
• Parameters such as loading density, confinement, geometry etc.. become very important for assessing the hazards.
•Insensitive Munitions and Hazard Classification assignments can be used for hazard assessments but they do not address the significant hazards required for siting.
• Available References:
  – Comprehensive risk assessments per the guidelines of NFPA 495 (2016) and Office of Management and Budget, Circular No. A-123 92016, should be conducted to identify the hazards and facilities should be designed to mitigate such hazards.
SUGGESTIONS

• Stop using the term Relative Effectiveness or Explosive Equivalence, instead use the Term Approximate Explosive Equivalence.

• Consider a different basis other than TNT, or just properties.

• Establish standard methods to measure.

• Improve the use of Computational Methods.

• For siting facilities one needs to consider the hazards and not attempt to normalize to a Hazard Classification. The use of a simple TNT equivalency analysis overlooks the full hazards of a system and misses many of the effects and the overall work energy produced from a reaction that is much different than the work energy estimation made by an approximate TNT equivalency.
CONCLUSIONS

- TNT Equivalency is simple in concept, but difficult to use properly.
- The use of the terms Relative Effectiveness or Explosive Equivalence are confusing as utilized, implying a greater degree of certainty than is warranted.
- The values change depending on the measuring techniques and environment. Data shows that these values are usually approximate except under very limited situations.
- Instead the term Approximate Explosive Equivalence is suggested.
- For siting facilities all of the hazards need to be considered.
- Normalizing to a hazard classification does not address all of the hazards.
- The use of a simple TNT equivalency analysis overlooks the full hazards of a system and misses many of the effects and the overall work energy produced from a reaction that is much different than the work energy estimation made by an approximate TNT equivalency.

The Equivalence calculations should be matched to the desired results. One size does not fit all. Safety site planning requires knowledgeable and experienced experts.